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DANALOCK v.3
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The Danalock v.3 residential smart locks replace the traditional home door key 
with an electronic system that allows you to use your smart phone to control your 
door, your guests and your home.

Compatibility depending on the 
smartphone model. 
iOS version 9.0
Android 5.0 - 6.1 Recommended

The right product for a 
growing market

63% of Brits surveyed expect their 
spending on smart home devices 
to rise in the next year, with 48% 
seeing home security and smart 

locks as the key driver. 
Source: Smart Home Week

Increase your profit with installation

When it comes to lock and security devices, 
40% of Brits prefer installation 

by a trusted professional
Source: The Locksmith Journal

Danalock v.3 Demo Unit
Get the perfect counter display 
unit to draw your customers’ 
attention. 
Show them how Danalock works 
and increase your sales.

Automatic Unlock. No need to put your groceries down, Danalock 
V3 detects your arrival and unlocks the door for you. For added 
convenience, you can configure the Danalock to re-lock the door 
after entering.

Flexible Access Control. Grant access to other users or bridge your 
Danalock, so you can lock, unlock and monitor it from anywhere 
keeping track of each locking and unlocking of the door. You can 
also create an unlimited number of digital keys for your family, 
friends, guests or helpers such as a housekeeper or contractor, 
program each user’s access level by choosing permanent, recurrent 
or temporary access.

Usage Alerts. Know who enters and exits your home. Receive real-
time notifications when your smart lock is used.

Easy to fit. Depending on your door type, you will either have to 
attach a mounting plate to the door or replace your locking cylinder 
with the one provided. The Danalock V3 will then fit directly on the 
cylinder through the tail-piece supplied.

Extremely secure. The Danalock V3 smart lock is based on the latest 
development within data security and smart home technology. It 
uses the most advanced encryption method for transferring data 
(AES 256), the same encryption technology used by government and 
military to keep information secure.

Home Automation Protocols. The Danalock V3 comes 
in versions that support the major smart home gateway 
systems, including Apple HomeKit, Z-Wave Plus, Zigbee 
and Bluetooth. The Danalock V3 can be the trigger 
of your smart home devices. It can turn the light on 
and off, put your favourite music on and more when 
entering or leaving your home. The Danalock Airbnb 
integration enables you to share mobile keys directly 
to the guest’s smartphone for the period of time that 
the home has been rented though the Airbnb platform. 
After the stay the mobile key expires. 

Technical Specifications:
• Suitable for most standard doors and cylinders (Euro profile, US 

deadbolt, Scandinavian, Assa)
• Product dimensions: 59mm x 59mm (2 1/3” x 2 1/3”)
• Weight: 195gms (6,9 Oz) - batteries included
• Batteries: 4 x CR123A (battery life approx. 9000 cycles)
• Material: Anodized Aluminium /ABS and silver finish
• Communication: Bluetooth Low Energy 4.0

Twist Assist
Turn the handle 
slightly and the door 
locks or unlocks. You 
can twist assist again 
5 seconds after the 
Danalock has finished 
turning. A smart 
solution, even for 
people with reduced 
mobility.
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How it works
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The Danalock v.3 residential smart locks only work via your smartphone using Bluetooth.

A. At the door: via Bluetooth with your phone or fob (Danafob coming soon).

B. Control Danalock remotely: you can control Danalock remotely thanks to a WI-FI connected 
bridge in its vicinity (Danabridge coming soon)*. Plug the Danabridge v.3 into a power outlet 
and connect it to your home Wi-Fi in the Danalock app – then it is ready to be paired with 
your Danalock smart lock. Remember to place it within Bluetooth range.

Automatic Unlock. 
No need to put your 
groceries down because 
Danalock v.3 detects                                      
your arrival and:
• Automatically unlocks 

the door when you 
approach it.

• Automatically locks it 
when you leave.

Compatible Cylinders & 
Existing Cylinder Adaptors

Euro profile and scandinavian cylinders available 
in different sizes to fit the Danalock smart lock.

Euro profile adaptor available to fit Danalock to 
existing double clutch cylinders.

Blue
Tooth

Home
Wifi Router

Wifi

Remote User
Danabridge

Blue
Tooth

3G 
or

Wifi

A gateway to immediate 
worldwide control of your 
Danalock from anywhere in 
the world. Perform remote 
openings or see the battery 
status in real time from 
anywhere.

Danabridge Danapad                                      Danafob 

Wireless, smart access 
keypad that enables 
homeowners and 
businesses to manage 
access.

Perfect for
children or 
elderly without
a smartphone.

3G 
or

Wifi


